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Hello Valued,

Here are the FwdToAmazin news for September 2017; sorry if it is a bit long.

Plan now, succeed in Q4!

It's is that time of year once again, and you should think about stocking up for
Q4.  Sourcing can be a long process, and stop steps are hard, or impossible to
speed up, for example:

Shipping by sea container
Receiving by Amazon

Although we strive to process orders as fast as possible, we are just a small
cog in the whole process.  Remember that we process orders in a first come
first serve fashion, and the the early birds get to Amazon first, and gets the
sale.

Shipping your product to us

We have noted that some shipments arrive badly addressed.  Please check
that you, and your suppliers are using the appropriate address.  This as
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important for sorting packages, and when importing, in clearing customs.  The
format is

Your Company Name c/o
          (ClientID) FwdToAmazin Logistics
          Our address
          Ottawa, ON

K1K 3X6

Change to minimum order fee

As of September 15, 2017, the minimum order fee will apply to all invoices;
including those for brokerage/duties/taxes billed to us after an order has been
processed.

When you fill in the service purchase form, you are now asked if you want us to
delay processing until we receive the brokerage/duties/taxes invoice to process
your order, or if we should process immediately, and invoice you later.  Waiting,
the default, may cause a delay of 2+ weeks, while the second invoice will incur
the minimum order fee.

Hourly rate for inspection and prep

This FAQ entry explains the rules we use to switch from per unit to hourly
rate for inspection and prep.

Drop shipping, grading, liquidation lots, refurbishing, and storage

This FAQ entry covers how we approach these topics.

Importing?

You probably already know all about importing, and exporting; but just in
case...

Using DropBox

For those of you who have not already place your first order, here is how
to use DropBox efficiently.
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Refundable joining fee

We are thinking about introducing a refundable joining fee for new account
creation. There are just too many people who sign up but never place an initial
order.

The number we have in mind is CDN$50; twice our minimum order limit.  This
fee would be applied toward payment of orders placed within one (1) year of
having the account created.

What do you think?

Check out all the FAQ entries:

FAQ all-in-one

You may be leaving money on the table; are you taking advantage of all our
incentives?

That is it for now, please contact us anytime with your questions, concerns, or
business needs.
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